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Science and Technology Studies
Literature and Assumptions in History
of Building Technology Courses
AMALIA LEIFESTE

ABSTRACT— To what degree do Science and Technology Studies’ (STS) assumptions about technological change
influence pedagogy in the field of historic preservation? History of Building Technology [HoBT] courses provide a
subject of study to investigate potential overlap between historic preservation pedagogy and Science and Technology Studies. Content analysis is done on HoBT course syllabi to determine explicit and implicit overlap with STS.
The working conclusion has two components. First is the establishment that there is no evidence that HoBT courses
explicitly engage with STS. Although the second component has not been confirmed, preliminary findings suggest an
implicit presence of STS themes in HoBT. The pairing of confirmed and anticipated findings suggest that STS literature offers a currently underutilized body of literature that would strengthen existing HoBT course philosophy and
assumptions with established theory. Importantly, such a compatible theory from another field offers the potential to
enrich the HoBT subject area without drastically shifting the foundational concepts.

INTRODUCTION

T

o what degree do Science and Technology Studies’ (STS) assumptions about technological
change influence pedagogy in the field of histor-

ic preservation? STS is an academic field and method of
inquiry begun in the late twentieth century by theorists
like Bruno Latour; it builds on early twentieth-century
philosophers such as Heidegger. STS serves as shorthand
for a collection of theories centering on the role science
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and technology play in society. In an STS view, the technologies a society produces significantly influence the
society, and should be actively decided on.
Similar to STS in the broadest sense, historic preservation looks at building materials and methods of
construction as the products of individuals and societies. In the built environment, the production of building
materials and methods of construction both rely on technology and are forms of technology. 1 The field of historic
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preservation acknowledges this by the occasional use
of the term “building technologies” for construction
components and processes. Preservation literature generally acknowledges how technological changes, such as
increased access to a specific raw material or manufacturing advances, influence the building culture of a society.2
History of building technology (HoBT) courses are
a typical component of historic preservation education
curriculum.3 This type of class is frequently technical or
pragmatic in nature. These courses look at historic building materials and construction methods and go by course
titles such as Architectural Technology and Materials,
The American Built Environment, or Principles of
Preservation Technology4 (Figure 1). Academic institutions do not explicitly demand a theoretical framework
for these courses, yet underlying assumptions about technological change govern what is taught. To investigate if
STS movement assumptions are present in the field of historic preservation, this article looks at HoBT courses as
an “Extreme Case Study” (Flyvbjerg 2006). The extreme
case study is strategic selection. In choosing HoBT
courses I selected a facet of historic preservation with
anticipated STS commonality. This type of case study
selection is powerful, but limited. The “Extreme Case” is
selected “to obtain information on unusual cases, which
can be especially problematic or especially good in a more
closely defined sense” (Flyvbjerg 2006, 226-30). Though
I acknowledge that STS may influence other aspects of
historic preservation and permeate pedagogy in other
respects, HoBT courses offer a microcosm particularly
sympathetic to STS theory. If there is not commonality here
it is a good indicator that the commonality does not exist.
Preservation education pedagogy is a current topic of
discussion. A recent conference on preservation pedagogy
garnered participation by notable national preservation
education figures. The objective of the September 2012
conference hosted in Providence, Rhode Island, was
described as a sharing of “best practices, current research,
and the metrics of academic and professional activities in
the field in order to inform higher education institutions
and organizations that provide curriculum guidance and
pedagogical practices to historic environment programs”
(Wells et al. 2012). The research presented in this article
contributes to this discourse by examining one aspect of
preservation education in light of a potentially compatible theory-based discipline. The research to date suggests
that currently STS literature is underutilized in spite of its
potential to strengthen existing themes and assumptions
present in HoBT courses.
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INTRODUCTION TO SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY STUDIES
“Our technologies mirror our society. They reproduce
and embody the complex interplay of professional,
technical, economic, and political factors” (Bijker and
Law 1992, 3)

This section introduces STS by examining three ways
it questions the conventional view of “pure science.” I
apply a historic preservation filter in this depiction of the
foundational theories of STS. Noting the friction between
the scientific model and some assumptions common
to STS and HoBT highlights potential commonality
between STS and HoBT.
To begin, Sismondo’s definition of the traditional scientific model is useful.5 “Science is a formal activity that
creates and accumulates knowledge by directly confronting the natural world … Science makes progress because
of its systematic method, and because the method allows
the natural world to play a role in the evaluation of theories” (Sismondo 2012, 1). Philosophically and practically
the scientific method relies on inductive reasoning.
Induction is looking at patterns or pieces of data and
making predictions about future events based on the past
instances. “Induction extends data to cover new cases …
Inductive arguments take n cases and extend the pattern
to the n-1st” (Sismondo 2010, 3). STS theorists question
the basic premise of induction.
Sismondo’s frames David Hume’s argument against
induction as “could the n- 1st case be different, no matter
how large n is?” (Sismondo 2012, 3). Historic preservation case studies, as one type of applied science, offer a
concrete example of this challenge to inductive logic.
In preservation practice and academia, each building receives individual consideration regardless of
the number of similar case studies one has examined.
Although a preservation professional or student relies on
inductive reasoning in the form of consulting past experience to generate expectations or initial hypotheses about
the case-building, inductive reasoning cannot adequately
capture the full picture. Examining individual buildings,
a form of case study, relies on pragmatic and situational
methods to generate knowledge. Case studies in applied
science subjects such as historic preservation, and as
promoted by STS, cultivate knowledge through a different method than the “pure science” inductive reasoning
model.
STS also challenges the traditional scientific model
in terms of the concept of falsification. “Falsificationism
… [posits that] genuine scientific theories are falsifiable,
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Fig. 1. Graph depicting the frequency of words used in HoBT course titles. (Graphic by author.)
making risky predictions. The scientific attitude demands
that if a theory’s prediction is falsified the theory itself is
to be treated as false” (Sismondo 2010, 4). STS does not
support the notion that the process of falsification is the
only manner in which to establish truth, however.
Take, for example, the observation of the details of
a trussed roof. If it is observed that all but one truss has
consistent saw marks and joining techniques, observation of the outlying example does not undermine what is
known about the typical truss system. The outlier might
excite additional attention and prompt formulation of
hypotheses to explain its difference, but it does not falsify knowledge about the rest of the structure; it does
not threaten the knowledge structure to which it does
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not conform. In the same way “rules” within HoBT are
understood to be exceedingly contextual.
A third critical difference between the ideal scientific
model and assumptions central to STS and HoBT is the
concept of universalism. “Universalism requires that the
criteria used to evaluate a claim not depend upon the
identity of the person making the claim … This should
stem from the supposed impersonality of scientific laws;
they are either true or false, regardless of their proponents
and their provenance” (Sismondo 2010, 23). Historic
preservation is increasingly concerned with the ramifications of alleged universalism. The growing emphasis
on engaging non-dominant perspectives reveals this
shift. Weighing whose perspective drives preservation
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initiatives acknowledges that this is not a purely objective
pursuit. While the field of preservation is moving away
from the ideology of universalism, STS is fundamentally opposed. STS rejects universalism by recognizing
the “social construction of science” as a basic premise.
For STS, then, science and technology are active
processes, and should be studied as such. The field
investigates how scientific knowledge and technical
artifacts are constructed. Knowledge and artifacts are
human products, are marked by the circumstances of
their production. In their most crude forms, claims
about the social construction of knowledge leave no
role for the material world to play in the making of
knowledge about it. Almost all work in STS is more
subtle than that, exploring instead the ways in which
the material world is used by researchers in the
production of knowledge. (Sismondo 2010, 11)

Many, if not all, STS theories frame science and
technology as socially constructed; knowledge is generated within particular contexts not as universal truths.
“Science and technology are done in rich contexts that
include material circumstances, social ties, established
practices and bodies of knowledge” (Sismondo 2010, 86).
In contrast to universalism, STS calls for deep investigation of the context. Similarly, HoBT has an established
precedent for understanding the built world through
“rich context”--active participants generating artifacts
or technologies. Howard Davis popularized the concept
of a building culture in a 2006 publication.
This book argues that large-scale improvements to
the built world do not depend solely on the individual
acts of architects and city planners; instead, they
depend largely on the gradual transformations of
the building culture--the coordinated system of
knowledge, rules, and procedures that is shared by
people who participate in the building activity and
that determines the form buildings and cities take.
(Davis 2006, 3)

In order to understand the social process of making
technology, STS advocates often examine the origin of
a technology. In STS technological “discoveries” are
not the isolated epiphanies of great individuals but the
combined influence and steady incremental development of knowledge generated by the entire building
culture. MacKenzie and Wajcman summarize Hughes’
work, saying, “his work demonstrates that invention
is not a matter of a sudden flash of inspiration from
which a new device emerges ‘ready-made.’ Largely it is
a matter of the minute and painstaking modification
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of existing technology” (MacKenzie and Wajcman
1999, 8-9). The forces driving the generation of a specific technology are understood to relate, as within a
larger interconnected web or system, to many other
co-evolving technologies and sociopolitical forces.
It is possible that HoBT theory developed similar
links with cultural, economic, and political systems
independent of STS. As discussed above, much of the
friction between HoBT and the pillars of induction,
falsification, and universalism of pure science are
typical in the translation of pure science to applied
science. The research here is more interested in the
degree of correlation between STS and historic preservation than in determining if the development of
STS expressly caused similar shifts in HoBT content.
Looking for resonance between the subjects emphasizes
the potential for exchange in a forward-looking way.
VALUE OF SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY STUDIES
Adopting aspects of STS discourse may enrich HoBT
pedagogy in several dimensions. Conceptually, STS
would substantiate HoBT course content and underlying
assumptions with a coherent and established philosophical framework. Specifically, STS’s emphasis on the
investigation of category formation and context has valid
application for HoBT course content.
STS pays considerable attention to the making of
categories—categories being social constructs—as
well as the production of individual pieces of technology. Categories are an organizational system allowing
humans to “chunk” information.6 Categories are necessary for our understanding of large topics, but are
problematic when we believe them to be formed entirely
neutrally or when we think of them as immutable. The
value of understanding the forming of categories has
multiple manifestations. First, creating categories reveals
social political forces. Discovering the sociopolitical
forces driving the development of a technology leads to
a more robust understanding of the context. It also ties
technological developments to history and the significance of the technology in the society. More tangibly,
understanding how the categories were formed (often retrospectively) grants insight into the numerous examples
that fall between categories.
For example, in a HoBT course lecture I presented
five steps of evolution of wood frame construction: post
and girt, brace frame, balloon frame, combined wood
light frame, and platform frame. Later in the class session a case study presented evidence of a frame structure
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that did not fit as a pure example of any of the categories.
Students looked at the case study and were able to decipher that it is a framing system almost like one category,
and to then note where the case study deviated from the
category. This process allowed the group of students to
quickly home in on unusual aspects of the particular
structure. The categories were helpful for understanding
the case study, as was the recognition that the categories
did not perfectly define every example.
Second, STS research focuses on situating case studies
in larger social and economic contexts. Understanding
the context of a certain fact or case study weaves historic
preservation learning into the wider academic and “real”
world. Writing on the benefits of “contextual learning,”
a teaching pedagogy developed in contrast to traditional
classroom teaching methods, the federal Center for
Occupational Research and Development describes contextual learning as an answer to these challenges:
What is the best way to convey the many concepts that
are taught in a particular course so that all students
can use and retain that information? How can the
individual lessons be understood as interconnected
pieces that build upon each other? How can a
teacher communicate effectively with students who
wonder about the reason for, the meaning of, and the
relevance of what they study? (CORD 2012 )7

This series of questions rhetorically outlines the benefits of an emphasis on context in education. Examining
larger contexts encourages students to consider and
extrapolate beyond the immediate evidence. For example, when teaching the history of fireproof construction
practices, larger social and economic contexts complicate but deepen the understanding of the class material.
As argued by Sarah Wermiel in her work The Fireproof
Building, the structure of insurance companies with
respect to textile mill buildings impacted emergent
fireproofing strategies. Exploring the rate of early mill
combustion, insurance companies’ business structures,
and the prescriptive material-based building code of the
time (in contrast to contemporary life-safety focused
codes) provides a rich context explaining the textile
industry’s role in developing technologies critical to
fire protection. Situating fire protection technology in
context beyond the traditional scope of historic preservation to hierarchy-laden relationships between
insurance companies and mills brings more information
to the students (Wermiel 2000). Armed with information about the larger context explaining the “why” of
fire protection, students are better able to internalize the
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technical trajectory and the history of fire code development.
RESEARCH METHOD
With a basic understanding of STS and the potential for
the subject to impact HoBT coursework in positive ways,
this section shifts into a discussion of the research. The
research addresses the question of existing STS presence in
historic preservation curricula through a content analysis
of the HoBT courses in Historic Preservation programs.8
EXPLICIT OVERLAP: FINDINGS
A simple question defines the beginning of the
research: is STS already being used in HoBT courses? To
answer this question, the research analyzed faculty publications and HoBT course syllabi. The logic is that if faculty
leading HoBT courses evidence an alliance with STS in
published work, or if the required and recommended
readings include established STS works or authors, then
the HoBT courses can be explicitly connected to STS. If
professors or course-reading authors have an established
STS alliance in their professional or academic writing, it
suggests that STS philosophy is part of HoBT course pedagogy. Through the process described below, the research
discovered no overlapping personalities between the two
fields or shared literature. These findings establish that
there is not a formal, explicit overlap between the disciplines of STS and HoBT.
EXPLICIT OVERLAP: DETAILED PROCESS
The research process began by generating a maximally inclusive list of all possible HoBT courses. The class
descriptions in course catalogues and on program websites
(which are subject to curriculum review protocol internal
to each university or college) yielded a list of thirty-nine
potential HoBT courses offered in thirty programs.9
Thirty of the forty-one National Council for Preservation
Education (NCPE) recognized degree-awarding programs within the United States appear to have one or
more HoBT course as part of the curriculum. This fact
reinforces the fairly ubiquitous nature of HoBT courses.10
EXPLICIT OVERLAP: HISTORY OF BUILDING
TECHNOLOGY FACULTY AND THE SCIENCE
AND TECHNOLOGY STUDIES DISCIPLINE
With an established target course list, the next step
was to access the names of faculty teaching HoBT courses,
and through them, the course syllabi for further content
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Table 1.
Value and
percentage
of courses,
programs
and
institutions
analyzed.

CATEGORY

NUMBER

NCPE recognized programs

41

Institutions housing NCPE recognized programs

37

Initial suspected HoBT courses

39

Programs (grad + undergrad levels) containing initial
suspected HoBT courses

30

73% of programs contain initial suspected
HoBT courses

Institutions housing programs with initial suspected
HoBT courses

27

73% of institutions house a program with
initial suspected HoBT courses

Courses determined (through faculty communications)
to be non-HoBT

5

Refined list of suspected HoBT courses

34

Number of programs

30

73% of programs contain initial suspected
HoBT courses

Number of institutions

27

73% of institutions house a program with
initial suspected HoBT courses

HoBT courses with syllabi made available for analysis

21

62% of suspected HoBT
course syllabi 23

Programs from which HoBT courses were analyzed

18

60% of programs containing suspected
HoBT courses

Institutions housing programs from which HoBT
courses were analyzed

16

59% of institutions housing programs
containing suspected HoBT courses

HoBT course syllabi containing assigned
reading information

19

90% of syllabi contained reading
information

analysis.11 I contacted professors of the thirty-nine suspected HoBT courses. Confirming the list of suspected
HoBT classes with faculty was an important control
mechanism, or feedback loop, to verify initial impressions of the course content and whether the class fit in the
HoBT category.12 Faculty interest in participation refined
the list to twenty-one HoBT courses for analysis.13 Table 1
outlines the numbers of courses analyzed; Figure 2 spatializes the programs that participated in the analysis.
To analyze whether STS has an explicit place in these
courses, I generated a master list of faculty publications
from the Avery Index, Academic Search Complete and
Web of Science/Web of Knowledge databases.14 The
twenty-six faculty who participated in the research by
supplying their syllabi for the twenty-one courses have
published 102 (searchable) articles in peer-reviewed
journals and thirty-seven books.15 I cross-referenced the
journal articles with established STS journal titles to see
if HoBT faculty publish in STS journals.16 The finding is
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that there is no overlap between established STS journals
and publications of the faculty of HoBT courses. Faculty
published in thirty-six different journals, none of which
are recognized as STS journals.17 Similarly, the catalogue
references from the Library of Congress database for the
thirty-seven published books contained no references to
STS directly or thematically in the “subject” field. This
indicates that, though STS themes may exist within
the works, HoBT faculty publications are not explicitly
understood to be part of STS discourse.
EXPLICIT OVERLAP: ASSIGNED READING AUTHORS
AND THE SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY DISCIPLINE
The syllabi graciously shared by professors comprise
the “body of literature” examined through the rest of
the ongoing research. Though treated as one body of
discourse it is important to emphasize that the syllabi
are not a homogenous set of documents; syllabi may be
inherited from a previous course instructor, informally
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Fig. 2. Map depicting the location of NCEP recognized programs, highlighting the location of programs whose HoBT courses
are analyzed in this article through HoBT faculty participation. (Graphic by author.)

refined throughout the unfolding of the course, incomplete, or outdated.18 The collection of syllabi does,
however, provide a fairly controlled access point for
understanding the pedagogy of the course through the
perspective of course structure and assigned readings.
To understand the pedagogy of the HoBT courses I
examined the course-readings (nineteen of the twentyone syllabi collected listed the required and recommended
readings).19 Two hundred and ninety distinct articles,
books, or book excerpts were assigned or recommended
in nineteen HoBT courses. Courses assigned between
one and seventy-two works, with an average of twentytwo works assigned per course. Clearly, the plethora of
authors and works students are exposed to represents a
wide spectrum of different perspectives and approaches
to HoBT (Table 2).
I then applied the same methodology employed to
discover overlap between HoBT faculty publications and
STS journals to determine if the assigned reading authors
overlap with the field of STS. Two hundred and sixty-four
different authors wrote the assigned works. These 264
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names were cross-referenced with the authors in the 10
most prominently established STS journals. As with the
HoBT faculty publications, this exercise yielded no overlap.
The next step of the research analyzed explicit overlap
between assigned and recommended reading authors and
established STS theoreticians as represented in primary
STS texts. Two primary STS texts, An Introduction to
Science and Technology Studies by Sergio Sismondo and
The Social Shaping of Technology by Donald MacKenzie
and Judy Wajcman, introduce foundational thinkers
of the STS movement. The appendixes of the textbooks
list seminal STS figures. I cross-referenced the names
in the appendixes of the STS texts with the list of HoBT
course reading authors. Again, no authors whose work is
assigned in HoBT courses are referenced in Sismondo or
MacKenzie and Wajcman’s primers.20 This indicates that
STS readings are not being assigned in HoBT courses.
These findings support the conclusion that HoBT
and STS literatures are separate and distinct, neither
one referencing the other in explicit ways. This, however,
does not prove that no common or interrelated materials
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Table 2. Quantity of assigned
and recommended reading in HoBT
courses.

CATEGORY

VALUE

HoBT courses analyzed (in whole or part)

21

HoBT courses with assigned reading analyzed

19

Assigned or recommended distinct works

290

Authors of the assigned and recommended works

264

exist, only that the connection is not formalized through
shared authors or database searchable keywords.
IMPLICIT OVERLAP
Failing to find an explicit overlap in these two fields,
the question becomes: is there an implicit thematic overlap between HoBT course content and STS? The ongoing
research seeks to prove the implicit relationship between
STS theory and HoBT course content.
In contrast to the lack of explicit overlap, HoBT
course descriptions do reveal implicit STS themes.21 Of
the twenty-one courses analyzed in this research, nine
contain terminology or phrases that suggest STS themes.
Examples include references to the course developing a
“practical understanding of the building process and of its
social and cultural contexts” (Brown 2012). Furthermore,
Georgia State University’s American Built Environment
course description summarizes the course objective in a
way that almost defines STS practice. Considering buildings as pieces of technology, this course aims to “use
buildings as evidence of larger social, economic, and political trends in the 19th and 20th centuries” (Lasner 2008).
The presence of STS overlap in these brief course
descriptions is significant. The course descriptions range
from 7 to 154 words, and average 53 in length. Yet, in spite
of the succinct nature of the descriptions, STS themes
emerge. This indicates that these themes are not only
present, but quite central to at least nine HoBT courses.
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY STUDIES AND HISTORY
OF BUILDING TECHNOLOGY OVERLAP EXAMPLE
Several cases from HoBT curriculum demonstrate
how particular HoBT content engages STS themes. In
addition to the examples above detailing the American
textile industry’s role in fire protection and the categories
of wood frame construction evolution, a case study demonstrates commonality with STS. This case study did not
surface as an example of overlap between STS and HoBT
through the methodology of the research to this point.
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The example is part of the course content in the HoBT
course Advanced Materials and Methods at Clemson
University/the College of Charleston’s joint Graduate
Program in Historic Preservation, a course included in
the research. Thus, there is a need for additional research
to capture implicit overlap.
Donald Hoffman’s article “Pioneer Caisson Building
Foundations: 1890” calls into question the previously
held belief that the caisson foundation was developed
in Chicago’s Loop in response to specific soil conditions
and the economic factors incentivizing heavy (tall) buildings in a period of significant rebuilding after the fire of
1871 (Hoffman 1966). Hoffman presents the case of Old
Kansas City’s City Hall, constructed in 1890, which may
replace Chicago’s 1893 Stock Exchange building as the
first example of a caisson foundation. Furthermore, in
the lecture content I highlight that caisson foundations
were employed in infrastructure construction—specifically bridge building—before either building (Hoffman
1966). The narratives presented complicate the clean story
of the Chicago Stock Exchange Building’s architects and
engineers as pure “inventors” of the caisson foundation method, and demonstrate how this technological
development was an incremental advance as part of an
evolving building culture.
As evidenced by the example, some HoBT courses currently address social, cultural, and political dimensions
of history that affect building technology. Additional
analysis focusing on the detailed course content must be
carried out. The ongoing analysis focuses on discovering implicit overlap. The findings will either support the
evidence of these few, known, anecdotal case studies or
reveal that they are anomalies.
IMPLICIT OVERLAP: ONGOING RESEARCH
AND WORKING CONCLUSIONS
As established previously, HoBT courses collectively
assign 290 distinct works from 264 authors. Determining
if STS assumptions and themes exist within the assigned
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readings requires both literal coding and nuanced content analysis. Literal coding is analogous to using the
“find” feature of word processing software. Key words or
phrases are highlighted objectively. This method, with its
potential for automation, is a fairly expeditious way to
search for STS content within large volumes of text, such
as that presented by the body of HoBT course literature.
Limitations to this technique, however, are significant.
Meaning, philosophical approaches to framing arguments, assumptions, and themes are not captured by
literal coding. Coding specific software programs, such
as HyperResearch, can accommodate both literal and
more highly interpretive coding, but are not able to independently capture nuanced ideas contained within the
text. 22 The time-consuming process of reading, building
categories and codes, and coding is currently underway
to determine the existence of STS themes within HoBT
course literature.
An ideal next step after coding is informal faculty
interviews. First, speaking with the faculty directly capitalizes on the resource of someone intimately familiar
with the course content of each HoBT course. Faculty
perspective on the presence of STS in their courses would
quickly triangulate the findings of the coding exercise.
Additionally, the faculty members could answer questions about which theoretical frameworks they rely on in
their HoBT courses if not STS, and the “why” questions.
Recognizing that the work is ongoing, the working
conclusion has two components with different degrees of
definition. The first component, the establishment that
there is no evidence of HoBT courses’ explicit engagement
with STS, has been accomplished, as reported here. The
second component of the working conclusion remains
to be confirmed or denied based on content analysis of
the assigned readings and possible faculty interviews.
Preliminary findings, such as the presence of STS themes
in course descriptions and a handful of case studies, in
addition to the compatibility of current HoBT pedagogy
with STS assumptions, suggest the implicit presence of
STS themes in HoBT.
RECOMMENDATIONS: LESSONS FROM SCIENCE
AND TECHNOLOGY STUDIES FOR APPLICATION
IN HISTORY OF BUILDING TECHNOLOGY
COURSE CONTENT AND SCHOLARSHIP
The following recommendations outline methods or
concepts for inclusion in HoBT scholarship and course
design. They inform those in the preservation discipline
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who are interested in addressing potential latent theoretical assumptions in course content with established STS
theory tenets.
Introduce the concept of building culture.
• Acknowledge how technological changes and
sociopolitical forces influence the building culture of a society.
• Emphasize that technological advances are not
the isolated epiphanies of great individuals but
the combined influence and steady incremental development of knowledge generated by the
entire building culture.
• Tie technological developments more closely to
sociopolitical history and the significance of technology in society.
• Approach science and technology as active processes; talk about how societies and individuals
have the power to influence the trajectory of
technological development. (Contrast this with
technological determinism.)
Explicitly validate non-inductive reasoning approaches
to generate knowledge.
• Provide a significant number of case studies.
Acknowledge the limitations of universalism and present
ideas as contextually constrained, not as universal
truths.
Emphasize rich contexts.
• Focus on situating case studies in larger social,
cultural, economic, and political contexts beyond
the traditional scope of historic preservation.
• Use context to weave historic preservation learning into the wider academic and “real” world
applications.
• Through context learning encourage students to
extrapolate beyond the immediate evidence and
draw from previous experiences.
Foster critical thinking about category formation.
• Deny that categories are formed entirely neutrally
or that they are immutable.
• Demonstrate how creating categories reveals
sociopolitical forces.
• Illuminate examples that fall between categories to help prove that categories are useful, but
imperfect.
Consider alternate technologies that “lost out” in the
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competition for widespread adoption.

University Press.

• Resist the temptation to see the losing competitors
in controversies as unreasonable.

Dupuis, Ann. HyperRESEARCH tm: A software tool for qualitative
data analysis. ResearchWare, Inc. 2002. Retrieved September
18, 2013. http://www.sagepub.com/mssw3/resources/Updated_
HyperResearch.pdf.

• Do not shy away from telling narratives that complicate a simplified, clean story.
• Avoid origin myths that engender only one
perspective.
		
AMALIA LEIFESTE
Clemson University and College
of Charleston
Charleston, SC (USA)
Amalia Leifeste received her bachelor of architecture degree
from the University of Oregon. The school’s focus on sustainable, contextual design and the social dimensions of architecture
characterize her work there and professionally. Her exposure
to a wide range of projects while in practice, including remodels and large-scale, adaptive use projects, led to her interest in
sensitive design interventions within existing buildings.
Amalia received her post-professional master of architecture
degree from the University of Texas at Austin, earning certificates in both sustainable design and historic preservation. Both
her coursework and master design study (thesis equivalent)
deepened her investigation of architecture, preservation, and
material conservation. Her final project, Reverse Depreciation:
Evoking the Age Value of Baker School, a Process and Product
of Design Incorporating Situated Perspective, was honored with
the Outstanding Thesis Award in Sustainable Design and the
Outstanding Thesis Award for the School of Architecture.
She currently teaches in the Clemson University/College of
Charleston Joint Graduate Program in Historic Preservation,
where she taught a History of Building Technology course in the
fall 2012 and 2013. While working on the curriculum for this
course she became interested in the subject of historic preservation
education pedagogy, specifically with respect to HoBT courses.
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3. Both undergraduate and graduate degree-required and elective course
offerings are analyzed. Of the forty-one NCPE-recognized programs in
the United States, thirty have identifiable HoBT courses as part of their
curriculum. This indicates that HoBT courses are a fairly ubiquitous
component of preservation education. The prevalence of HoBT courses
reinforces the value in targeting this curriculum component for study.
4. I analyzed the course titles, first, independently of course content,
to look for patterns of terminology and nomenclature. As visible
in Figure 1, it was rare to include descriptions of era in suspected
HoBT courses. The most commonly occurring word in course titles
is “material” or “materials,” revealing a likely emphasis within
the course. The second tier of frequent usage contains the words
“building” or “buildings” and “technology.” The common usage of
these two words led to the naming of the category of courses History
of Building Technology.
5. Sismondo is a contemporary STS theorist and author of a primer,
An Introduction to Science and Technology Studies, which greatly
informed the production of this research.
6. “Chunking” is a concept attributed to George Miller, a cognitive
psychologist. Chunking is akin to what is described throughout the
research as “category making.” A chunk, or category, is “a collection
of elements having strong associations with one another, but weak
associations with elements within other chunks” (Gobet et al. 2001,
236).
7. The Center for Occupational Research and Development (CORD)
is a national nonprofit organization dedicated to leading change in
education. More information is available at http://www.cord.org/.
8. Programs recognized by the National Council for Preservation
Education (NCPE) in the United States are studied. NCPE is an
organization that “assess[es] historic preservation programs in
the United States for academic vitality and comprehensiveness.”
It maintains a list of “over fifty institutions [which] meet our
membership standards” (NCPE 2012).
9. This portion of the research is problematic because course titles and
descriptions are not standardized. In fact, there is only one instance of
a course title that matches the exact nomenclature “history of building
technology.” A great deal of interpretation was required to determine
if a given course is essentially a “history of building technology”
course. I generated the target list by looking at courses required in each
program’s curriculum, as well as course titles and course descriptions.
Generation of the target list contained a heavy dose of interpretation.

Wermiel, Sarah. 2000. The Fireproof Building: Technology and Public
Safety in the Nineteenth-Century American City. Baltimore: John
Hopkins University Press.

10. Classes on architectural history were excluded from the target
course list. Though closely related, the potential for emphasis on
style, form, or a smaller canon of exceptional buildings and not on
“technology” or “building systems” led to this distinction. Only
the closely aligned technology-centric courses were included in the
category of HoBT courses.

Wheeler, George, Norman Weiss, Richard Pieper, Mary Jablonski,
John Childs, and Theo Prudon. 2011. ARCH A4124 Structures, Systems
and Materials 1. Syllabus. Columbia University, New York, NY.

11. Determining which faculty members teach the respective target
courses engendered course scheduling searches, faculty CV perusing,
and contact with program directors and administrators.

ENDNOTES

12. There is significant room for misinterpretation of a course as an
outside observer. There is also a great deal of room for variety, based
on the instructor, while following a course description.

1. For an in-depth discussion of what constitutes technology, see
Heidegger’s The Question Concerning Technology, as one of the core
perspectives in the ongoing philosophical discussion of the role of
technology in society.
2. The concept of a “building culture” is developed later (Davis 2006).

Vo l u m e 6

13. This is not necessarily an infallible list, because it is based on
participation of faculty members and several levels of filter. It does,
however, present an exhaustive investigation, to the degree permitted
by program transparency and faculty participation, into established
HoBT courses.
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14. Originally, using only the Avery Index to cross-reference faculty
names proved a flawed methodology because the assigned readings
within the syllabi revealed additional writings that this search did
not turn up. To address this inconsistency, Web of Knowledge/
Web of Science and Academic Search Complete databases were
added, as recommended by Clemson University’s architectural
research librarian, Kathy Edwards. This expanded database search
methodology was successful in capturing a much higher percentage
of written works.
15. Book publications were determined by titles listed in the Library
of Congress catalogue by author’s name. http://catalog.loc.gov/.
16. The ten STS journals used are Social Studies of Science; Science,
Technology and Human Values; Research Policy; Minerva: A Journal
of Science, Learning and Policy; Science Technology and Society;
Science as Culture; Technology and Culture; Science and Public Policy;
Intersect: The Journal of Science, Technology, and Society at Stanford;
and Synthesis: An Undergraduate Journal of the History of Science at
Harvard.
17. The journal with the greatest representation was the APT Bulletin
with a total of 28 articles (of 102 total articles published captured
in the search). This was followed by the Journal for the Society of
Architectural Historians, which has published fifteen articles by
HoBT faculty.
18. Significant factors such as lecture content and the framing
of discussion topics are, obviously, not captured through this
methodology.
19. Two syllabi did not outline the assigned readings. These two
instead indicated that mandatory and recommended readings would
be made available electronically during the duration of the course.
20. Two authors described on syllabi only by their common last
names, Martin and Phillips, were excluded from the search. This was
necessary due to the inability to definitively identify their published
works relative to other authors with the same last names who
emerged in database searches.
21. Course descriptions were harvested from course catalogues
published on, or linked to, each program’s webpage, or from each
program’s university’s webpage.
22. “HyperRESEARCH is a software tool for qualitative data
analysis, developed by ResearchWare, Inc. (www.researchware.
com) … HyperRESEARCH’s essential capabilities are for qualitative
analysis-code-and-retrieve data analysis features, report-generating
capabilities, multimedia support (for data including graphics, video,
and audio as well as text), and theory-building tools. These features
are packaged within an easy-to-use package that helps you, the user,
take control” (Dupuis 2002, 1).
23. The lack of response could mean a range of things—from the
course no longer being offered, to disinterest on the part of the
faculty to engage in this research topic. It should be noted that thirtyfour, the number of suspected HoBT courses, is not a hard number.
This uncertainty means that the percentage of analyzed vs. suspected
HoBT courses should be taken with a grain of salt. Because queries
for thirteen of the suspected HoBT courses did not receive a reply,
they are not confirmed to be HoBT in content. Though the rationale
for not responding is unknown, a professor might be less likely to
respond to a query about course content and syllabi sharing if they
perceive their course as irrelevant to the study. Thus, the inclusion
of unverified HoBT courses within the calculations means that
this research possibly represents a greater percentage of true HoBT
courses than presented (62 percent).
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